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(0080/2657) "Spectrasonics Omnisphere v1 0 VSTi RTAS AU PC MAC DVDR. Audio CD, CD + Audio Covers, DVD + Vinyl"
(43.00 RUB) As everyone probably knows, in an age when digital music was just getting stronger, the quality of the recording could
really decide the outcome - the recording could become cleaner, deeper and, most importantly, more durable. It is equally obvious

that the cheaper the digital media, the worse and noisier it is. Therefore, the entry of digital equipment into the market required not
only an innovative approach, but also financial courage. The traditional trend is to increase the number of SSDs (Seagate, Western
Digital), but there comes a time when SSDs go out of fashion. In this case, a new technology comes to the rescue - Multi-Play Type

USB, which uses "slow" (maximum data access time - 30 ms) USB 3.0 (3.0 Gb / s) and "fast" (memory access speed - 40 ms,
available memory - 4 GB) flash drives, which provides ease, speed and reliability of file access, unprecedented frequencies and a

paperless recording format. Of course, the manufacturers of such devices did not limit themselves to a simple presentation of a new
approach and presented new models that allow, as usual, to satisfy the thirst for experimentation and approach new technologies not
from the point of view of efficiency, but rather from the point of view of design. The Kingston DataTraveler M7303 is a truly "full-

size" flash drive that carries all the latest features. The manufacturer offers access to the file via Bluetooth and USB wireless
interfaces, as well as connection to a PC via USB-HDMI (the ability to transfer DVD to a large screen). Compliance with the highest

quality standards within a single device was ensured through the use of durable housing material and an extremely thin body. In
addition, the next-generation SSD NAND MLC, which supports USB 3 and USB 2.0 interfaces, is used as the main storage option.

Stylish design, 8 GB 3.0 memory, up to 40 MB/s access speed A hard drive of this size is a new word in the field of high-speed
storage for personal computers. The most obvious advantage of this type of drives is that they have the ability to store data with
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